
The Prescription Of Life From The 

Pharmacy Of Koran 

 
We are now, thanks to Allah, so many, knowledge is so much among us, 

the book of Allah is recited all day and night, schools of Koran and religious 

knowledge are prevailed in our cities and villages and most of us almost 

remember Koran by heart. 

But we complain from the narrowness of manners, high expenses, 

prevailed diseases and epidemic among people, animals and even poultry that 

man keeps, we also complain from different dissension and  disagreements and 

that courts are full of cases and dissension, why? Our ancestors weren't like this, 

although our doctor and theirs is one and the prescription of life and divine cure 

that came to them came to us. 

In other words, our prophet and theirs is one, our God and theirs is one 

and our book and theirs is one. Some of them may not have a single copy of 

Koran, most of them only remembered some verses in their chests and didn't 

have the written book, and they had no broadcast to air this light nor scholars 

nor spatial channels. 

Why did we reach our present condition? What made our conditions 

differ from theirs? 

My brothers, this concerns their look and our look to the book of Allah, 

we made it only a book for reciting and say that whoever recites a letter will have 

ten blessing and this is true. 

We recite the book of Allah by tongues and listen to it by ears but we 

never fulfill it by body and organs. 

For example, every Ramadan we read Koran or listen to it and some of us 

boast that they finished it three, five or ten times; we made the book of Allah 

only a book concerns acts of worship. 

We fulfilled what it ordered us like doing prayers, giving charity and 

performing pilgrimage, this is the theoretical side Allah ordered in His book and 

we ignored the practical side. 

I mean it, we ignored the practical side and everyone goes according to his 

own desires and his whims and we forgot what Allah said to us in His book: 

"(This is) a Book (the Quran) which We have sent down to you, full of 

blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that men of understanding may 

remember." 38-29 

But the companions of the prophet, (May Allah be pleased with them) 

really considered Koran as a book of life, it was the prescription they followed 

for life altogether. 

To see where we are from the book of Allah, where we are from the 

prescription of life from the divine cure pharmacy, let's see how the prophet's 

companions recited the Koran and how they lived with it. 


